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There are three points in particular we’d like to make about this list of the top sires given the mares to which they were
bred. First, you’ll see a lot of new names on this list, sires who qualify as truly moving their mares up – a quality which is
often discussed, but rarely accurately quantified. We’ve done that. Second, if you look at the third column from the
right, headed ‘Mare avg CPI’, note that of the top 12 rated sires, seven have dams’ average CPI of 1.22 or under, while
five have an average of 5.89 or higher – that’s quite a gap. A dam’s CPI is the measure of her racing class. As you may
remember, when we first began the SSR project Emily ran a statistical test measuring the CPI against another statistic
which sounds similar but isn’t: the CI (Comparable Index), which measures a mare’s production quality. Emily
determined the results of this comparison were sufficiently similar that we did not need to try and use both
measurements, either one would do. We decided on CPI (race record), on the grounds it is static and doesn’t change
after a mare is retired, whereas the CI can change every time the mare has a foal to race. In any mare population, a CPI
of 1.00 = average, but we have found that in the practical commercial world in which we are all operating, a CPI of 2.00
is a more realistic ‘commercial’ average. So it’s striking that the top sires on this list are either working with decidedly
moderate mares, or are still upholding even the very best mares. In a scale like this, where 50.00 is the top, the midpoint
is 25.00, so any sire who scores 25.00+ Mare Points is moving his mares up, at least to some degree, and sires who score
under 25.00 are not.
The third point we’d make about this list is that younger sires are relatively more prominent: six of the top eight sires by
Mare Points are from the four most recent sire crops included in this analysis, those with first foals 2012-2015. Of those
six, only Frankel (#5, 47.12 Mare Points) had a dams’ average CPI even over 1.00; his was 12.30, by the way, which is
astronomically high, so the fact he is improving even the best mares – it’s practically Galileo-like.
A total of 19 sires from the four foal crops F2012-F2015 rank among the top 50 by Mare Points, which is an average of
five sires per crop. Topping this chart is F2015 Society Rock (48.61), a dual G1-winning sprinter by Rock of Gibraltar who
unfortunately died in 2016, before he ever had a runner, but was obviously going to be a very good sire. F2012s
Kantharos (48.50), who stood seven seasons in Florida for no more than $5,000, and Showcasing (48.29) rank two-three
on this list, working with mares whose average CPI’s were 0.92 and 0.97 respectively. War Front (47.44, from 5.89 mares
by now) and Frankel come next, though Frankel is in a virtual tie which a much less-known F2014 sire, Sir Prancealot
(47.12, off 0.68 mares). Ironically, both Society Rock and Sir Prancealot started out at Ireland’s Tally-Ho Stud, indicating
that team is pretty good at making stallions, although in Sir Prancealot’s case he was sold to South Australia’s
Cornerstone Stud, which is now reverse-shuttling him to California, since he has a monster 10.34 A Runner Index in
North America. Showcasing was just a useful sprinter by Oasis Dream for Juddmonte, but has been one in a string of
success stories (most recent: F2017 Due Diligence) for England’s Whitsbury Manor Stud.
Other F2012 sires among the top 50 by Mare Points are Quality Road (45.51/CPI 3.36), Munnings (44.66/1.39), and Lope
De Vega (43.38/2.49), also featuring among the top 50 by Sire Points; and Siyouni (43.38), whose first season standing
for above €7,000 was his 2016 crop (3yo’s of 2019), sired off a €20,000 stud fee. He may already be covering his 10 th
crop but as his 2018 crop was sired off a €75,000 fee and he’s been €100,000 since, the chances are he’s got plenty
more big-name racehorses in the pipeline.
Among F2013 sires, Uncle Mo (45.30), Zoffany (44.66), and Twirling Candy (37.82) are also included in the top 50 by Sire
Points, but the top F2013 sire by Mare Points so far is France’s Haras d’Etreham’s Wootton Bassett (46.90), who ranks
#8 off mares with an 0.82 average CPI. All his runners so far were sired at stud fees of €6,000 and under; he now stands
for €40,000. One other F2013 among the top 50 is Dream Ahead (36.97), who started at Ballylinch in Ireland but now
stands at Haras de Grandcamp in France. Of the F2014 sires, we’ve discussed Frankel and Sir Prancealot. The real sleeper
in this group is Darby Dan’s Dialed In (41.67), whose runners to date have all been sired off $7,500 stud fees but now
has big crops from better mares in the pipeline. Also in this top 50 are Power (40.38), who started promisingly in Ireland,
then went to New Zealand and is now at stud in Queensland; and Gainesway’s Tapizar (36.43). And of F2015 sires, who
had their first 4yo’s last year, besides Society Rock, Camelot (40.17) is doing well at moving his mares up as well as in
most other categories; and WinStar’s Paynter (35.90), who has been showing steady improvement.
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